KARI LAKE

OBJECTIVE
Election-denying Republican candidate for U.S. Senate from Arizona who wants voters to forget the far-right fringe rhetoric and stances from failed gubernatorial run and desperation to gain Donald Trump’s favor.

EXPERIENCE

FAILED AZ GOV CANDIDATE & ABORTION BAN SUPPORTER | June 2021–Present
Called radical 1864 abortion ban a “great law,” said would sign abortion ban from AZ legislature in a “heartbeat”

TRUMP DISCIPLE | June 2021–Present
Echoed Trump’s claims of election fraud and vacuumed red carpet before meeting him

RADICAL ANTI-LGBTQ+ POLITICIAN | 2022–Present
Opposes statewide nondiscrimination protections for LGBTQ+ Arizonans; said doctors who provide healthcare for transgender youth should have licenses revoked

SKILLS

- Pandering Hypocrisy: Lake called drag queens dangerous to children, but hired a drag queen to perform at her home
- Defending Trump no matter what: said E. Jean Carroll’s claims about Trump assaulting her were “obviously a lie;” a jury ruled in favor of Carroll and awarded her millions in damages
- Bullying transgender kids with false, vile claims

REFERENCES

- Ethan Schmidt-Crockett, a right wing fringe actor who has made racist, antisemetic remarks, and said he would “hunt” LGBTQ+ people in Target stores, made a video with Lake in 2021
- Justin Erickson, a homophobic, Islamophobic pastor, appeared in an ad for Lake in 2022